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Rising 8th Grade Science
Activities to do this summer to prepare for eighth grade:
1. Complete the Science Choice Board.
• Choose 3 science activities from the choice board.
• Put an X on the square to mark the activity as complete.
• Important Safety Note: You must ask an adult’s permission before using materials, conducting an
investigation, or visiting any sites on the internet.
• Remember:
o You may substitute materials for other similar items that you have at home!
o Some activities require internet access. If you do not have internet access or want to enjoy
screen-free time, you can choose from the other exciting activities!
o Have fun!

2. Read a book about science

Science Books
Look for these great books about science at your local library through e-book access, or try ReadWorks!
ReadWorks offers richly illustrated eBooks and a read aloud feature to support readers at all levels. You'll find a
quick tutorial video about using eBooks at https://about.readworks.org/parents_remote.html
Or, if possible, look for these great books about science at your local library!
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Virtual trips

Summer is a great time to explore science in the city. Consider taking a virtual trip to these exciting sites!
Place
Brooklyn Botanic
Gardens

Prospect Park Zoo (or
any zoo!)

Website
https://www.bbg.org/

https://prospectparkzoo.com/

What to do
Visit the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens
website for activities, games,
recipes, and crafts your scholar can
do at home.
Have your scholar take notes on
animals and their structures.
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  DirecAons	
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•
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Plants Form Water
Research Questions
How do plants produce water?
The leaves of plants contain small pores called stomates. During the process of
photosynthesis, plants give off water through the stomates in their leaves. This
water can be collected and consumed in a survival situation.

Materials:
potted plant
sandwich-size plastic bag
string

Experimental Procedure:
1. Gather the necessary materials.
2. Carefully cover a leaf of the plant with the small plastic bag. Secure the bag
with the string being careful to not close too tightly.
3. Be sure the soil of the plant is moist. Place the plant in a partly sunny window. Wait one hour.
4. After one hour, check the plastic bag on the leaf. Record the results.
5. Continue checking the plastic bag on the leaf every hour for five hours. Record the results.
6. At the end of the 5 hours, record your conclusion.
Terms/Concepts:
• transpiration: the process by which plants produce water through their leaves
• photosynthesis: the process of plants using carbon dioxide and water and light absorbed by chlorophyll
• A plant uses sunlight and carbon dioxide from the air to produce food. It also produces water.

Author: Nancy Rogers Bosse
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Secret Codon

Write a message in DNA.
DNA is referred to as the genetic code
for life, because it contains information
about which amino acids join together
to create different proteins. You can
use the one-letter abbreviations for
amino acids to make a secret message
that will give new meaning to the
description of DNA as beads on a
string.
COVID-19 Learning Note: All living
things use the same genetic code, but
some viruses, including coronaviruses,
use RNA instead of DNA to store their
code. RNA decoding works the same
way as DNA decoding, with uracil (U)
swapping in for thymine (T). The host
cell translates the viral RNA into amino
acids that make up viral proteins.
Detection of this viral RNA is how
doctors verify whether a patient has
been infected with this specific
coronavirus.

Tools and Materials
Pony beads in four different colors
Cotton string
Amino acid codon table

Assembly
Assign each pony bead color to one of the four DNA bases – adenine
(A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine (G). The string pictured
above uses this color key:
A: red
T: yellow
C: blue
G: green

To Do and Notice
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/secret-codon
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Think of a word or short phrase that you want to encode into your
DNA strand. Make sure it can be spelled or sounded out without using
the letters B, J, O, U, X, or Z. These letters are not abbreviations for any
of the amino acids. Determine what amino acids the letters in your
phrase correspond to by looking up the one-letter amino acid
abbreviations in the amino acid codon table. Then, use the table to
write down the DNA sequence that encodes for those amino acids. All
proteins start with a methionine amino acid residue that is encoded by
the DNA sequence ATG. They end when the DNA encodes one of the
three stop codons. Add ATG to the beginning of your sequence, and
pick one of the three stop codons for the end of your sequence. Make
your DNA strand by stringing the beads so that the colors match the
order of the DNA sequence that you wrote down. Don’t forget to
include the proper start and stop codons in your sequence. Trade
strands with a friend and see if you can decode each other’s secret
message!

What’s Going On?
Proteins are long chains of individual amino acid subunits. The order
of the amino acids in the chain is determined by the DNA sequence of
the gene that encodes for it. This is commonly referred to as the
genetic code.
DNA is a chain of four different nucleotides (adenine, thymine,
cytosine, and guanine), often abbreviated A, T, C, and G. These four
nucleotides (sometimes referred to as bases) give the instructions for
the 20 different amino acids that compose proteins. Each amino acid
is encoded by a sequence of three DNA bases, called a codon. Since it
takes three DNA bases to designate an amino acid, there are enough
combinations of the four different bases to represent all of the amino
acids, as well as three stop codons that indicate when the protein
ends. Each base can be in any position, which yields 43, or 64, possible
combinations, so there is some redundancy between the 20 amino
acids. This just means that a given amino acid can be encoded by
more than one DNA codon sequence.
For simplicity, individual amino acids are often abbreviated using one
or three letter abbreviations. For example, the amino acid arginine can
be abbreviated Arg or R. The single-letter amino acid abbreviations
provide a fun way to write secret messages using the genetic code.
Since there are only 20 different amino acids, there are 6 letters of the
alphabet that don’t stand for a specific amino acid. With the 20 letters
that do, however, you can use the genetic code to determine the DNA
sequence that corresponds to your amino acid message.
The message can be written with four different colors that represent
the four different bases that make up DNA. The chain in the picture at
the top of the page has this sequence:
RYGGBBRGRRBGGBYRRBGRYYBYYGYRYYGRGRRYYGYGRGYRR
The sequence starts with RYG. Using the color key in the Assembly
section, this corresponds to the bases ATG, which is the methionine
start codon that begins every protein sequence. Can you decode the
rest of the message?

Going Further

https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/secret-codon

In 2008, researchers at the J. Craig Venter Institute announced that
they had constructed the entire genome of a small bacterium from
scratch, thus creating the first example of synthetic life. To distinguish
the man-made genome from the natural one, the scientists inserted
“watermarks” into the DNA sequence. These sequences were
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decoded to their one-letter amino-acid abbreviations and revealed
five watermarks commemorating those who had worked on the
project: VENTERINSTITVTE, CRAIGVENTER, HAMSMITH,
CINDIANDCLYDE, GLASSANDCLYDE.

Related Snacks

Breakfast Proteins

Gel Electrophoresis

Construct a protein through
cereal additions.

Use electricity to separate
colored dyes.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
4.0 Internation al License.
Attribution: Exploratorium Teacher Institute
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READING MATERIAL

Read About Plant & Animal Cells
WHAT IS A CELL?
Cells are the basic unit of all living things. All cells need energy, get rid of waste and contain
genetic material to make more cells. Some living things are made of only 1 cell (unicellular)
and other organisms like humans are made of many cells working together (multicellular).
To better understand cells…

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN!

All living things are made of cells.
Cells can be seen with a light
microscope which can magnify objects
up to 1,000 times. Typically a microscope
slide is prepared which creates a thin
layer of cells and holds them in place.
Dye is used to stain the cells, making
them easier to see. Cells can range in
size. For example, an amoeba is about 1
mm in length and the biggest ones can
be seen without a microscope. A red
blood cell is 100x smaller at 0.01 mm and a bacteria is 1000x smaller than an amoeba at about 0.001
mm.
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Plant & Animal Cells Have Organelles.
Organelles are parts of a cell that help
the cell to function and stay organized.
The mitochondria, for example, is where
sugars are used to produce energy. The
vacuole is a membrane bound
organelle that stores fluids. The cell
membrane controls what comes in and
out of a cell. Plant and animal cells need
organelles in order to carry out their
everyday functions.

Cells are specialized, depending on their function.
Not all cells are the same. In the human
body, for example, there are many kinds
of cells. A nerve cell has long arm like
features to help the cell communicate
with other nerve cells. A muscle cell is
more tubular in shape and it can get
longer and shorter when muscles
contract. These kinds of differences
between the cells of an organism is
called cell differentiation. Cells are
structured in ways that help them achieve their function.
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Plant and animal cells have similarities and differences.
Although plant and animal cells have
many of the same organelles, there are
some notable differences. Plant and
animal cells both have a cell
membrane, but in addition to a cell
membrane, a plant cell also has a cell
wall. The cell wall gives the plant cell
structure. Plant cells also contain
chloroplasts, green organelles that do
photosynthesis. Animal cells do not have
chloroplast because they do not do photosynthesis.

Studying cells can help us cure diseases.
There are several specialized types of
scientists that study cells. Pathologists
look at human cells under microscopes
to diagnose diseases. For example, red
blood cells normally have a disc like
shape. In a disease called sickle cell
anemia, cells are shaped like the letter
“c” and this can be seen under a
microscope to diagnose the disease so
the patient can get treatment. Many
other types of scientists also study cells such as molecular biologists, biochemists and more.

PLANT & ANIMAL CELLS VOCABULARY
Cell

Organelle

Nucleus

The basic unit of all living things.

Parts of a cell that help it function.

The organelle that contains DNA, the genetic material of the cell.
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Cytoplasm

The jelly-like liquid inside the cell where the organelles are found.

Cell Membrane

Cell Wall

The thin, flexible barrier surrounding the cell.

Found outside the cell membrane, this organelle gives the plant structure. Animal
cells do not have cell walls.

PLANT & ANIMAL CELLS DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
What is the difference between a unicellular organism and a multicellular
organism?
Single celled organisms are made up of only one cell. An amoeba is an example of a unicellular
organism. Multicellular organisms are made up of more than one cell. People, dogs and plants are
all examples of multicellular organisms.

Why is the mitochondria of a cell important?
The mitochondria is where sugar is converted into energy. The cell needs energy in order to carry
out its everyday functions.

What function does a cell wall serve for a plant?
The cell wall gives a plant cell support and structure allowing the plant to stand upright. This is
important so that the plant can get sunlight in order to do photosynthesis.

Describe what you might see if you were to look at cells through a microscope.
Depending on the power of the microscope, you would be able to see the cell membranes (or cell
walls if looking at plants). You would also most likely be able to see the nucleus of each cell. Other
organelles might be too small or not colored.

Why does a piece of onion skin not contain any chloroplasts?
Onions are from the root of a plant, which is typically under the ground. Chloroplasts are found
mostly in the leaves of plants. The leaves are where the process of photosynthesis takes place.
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What would happen if one of the organelles stopped working?
All the organelles in a cell work together to keep the cell alive. If there was no nucleus the cell
wouldn’t be able to grow or reproduce. If there was no mitochondria, it would have no energy and if
there was no cell membrane there wouldn’t be any cell at all.
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Skin Shield

Explore the body’s rst line
of defense against
pathogens.
How does your skin keep you safe? In
this Snack, a tomato lets you see what
happens when you breach this line of
defense.
COVID-19 Learning Note: Your skin
and mucous membranes are the first
line of defense against viruses,
including the one that causes COVID19. To become infected, the
coronavirus has to come into contact
with your respiratory cells, which is
why it’s important to wash your hands,
which could be harboring viruses,
before touching your face.

Tools and Materials
Two similar-sized tomatoes
(nectarines, plums, or similar soft fruits
will also work)
A plate or tray (juices may run!)
Toothpick
Hand lens
Optional: Digital scale (not shown) and
ruler

Assembly
1. Put the tomatoes on the plate or tray.
2. Poke six holes in one of the tomatoes with a toothpick. Leave the
other tomato alone.
3. Put the tomatoes in a safe place at room temperature where they
won’t be disturbed.

To Do and Notice
Note: Be sure to wash your hands after handling the tomatoes, and do
not try tasting them!
Watch the tomatoes every day for at least a week. Record your
observations. How do the poked and unpoked tomatoes differ? How
does color, smell, texture, and shape change?
67
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Take measurements with a ruler and weigh the tomatoes with your
digital scale (if you have one).
Use a hand lens to look carefully at the surfaces of both tomatoes.
What do you see? What organisms can you find living on each? How
do the size and color of the “infections” in the poked tomato change
over time?
You’ll probably see significant differences between the injured and
uninjured tomato. Notice that the injured tomato has likely shrunk and
lost mass, and the sites of injury have probably become colonized with
a variety of fungi and other microorganisms.
When you’ve concluded your experiment, compost the tomatoes or
throw them away.

What’s Going On?
This experiment shows the important role of the skin as an organism’s
first line of defense against pathogens. Like an “injured” tomato, a cut
in your skin can become infected by pathogens, too. Bacteria—and
sometimes fungi—can enter through the cut and take up residence in
your tissues, causing an infection. Your intact skin is the primary
structure protecting you from these kinds of infections.
The outer layer of your skin, or epidermis, forms a physical and
chemical barrier that most pathogens can’t penetrate. (The mucous
membranes lining your airways and gut have a similar role to play
inside your body.) The cells of the skin are joined tightly together, and
they’re full of a protein that makes them tough and resistant to
bacteria. Your skin is also salty and slightly acidic, making it a less
hospitable environment for microorganisms.
The skin of the fruit plays an identical role for the plant. Plant skin, or
cuticle, contains wax and other molecules that help it retain water and
prevent invasion by pathogens. When you injured the fruit by poking
holes in it, microbes in the environment jumped at the opportunity to
invade and colonize within the exposed tissue. You may have observed
molds, bacteria, and various protists and nematodes growing in your
injured fruit.
Even after injury and infection, plants still have ways to protect
themselves. Plant cells produce a variety of antimicrobial enzymes
and other molecules that can help inhibit the reproduction of
microscopic pathogens, although they don’t target specific pathogens.
The human body also has non-pathogen-specific defenses that
respond to cell damage caused by infection. These systems are all
part of the innate immune system. All plants and animals have
versions of these systems.

Going Further
Try this experiment using different types of fruits and see whether the
course of their infections differ.
Design an experiment to answer a question: Does the size of the
wound matter? If you treat the wound with a bandage or antiseptic—as
you would with a cut on your finger—does this change the course of
the infection? How do you think these treatments work?
Measuring and weighing the fruits over the course of the experiment
can give you more information about the effects of injury on plants. If
your fruit changes size and mass in response to injury, what do you
think is going on?
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/skin-shield
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Vegetable Revival

Bring food scraps back to
life.
Under the right conditions, the
vegetables in your fridge can start
growing again, thanks to the presence
of special cells called meristematic
cells. Experiment with various plants to
find out where these cells are located
and what it takes to make them grow.

Tools and Materials
One or more of the following: Head of
lettuce, bok choy, or celery (not just
the individual leaves or stalks);
scallions (aka green onions); root
vegetables such as carrots, beets,
turnips, or radishes, with their tops
attached; leafy stems of basil or mint;
whole potatoes
Sharp knife
Cutting board
Toothpicks
Glasses or transparent plastic cups (so
you can see through)
Shallow bowls
Magnifier (or zoom function on a cell
phone camera)
Sunny spot
Optional: digital scale

Assembly
Each type of vegetable will be treated slightly differently, but in all
cases the goal will be the same: Separate the different parts of the
plant, provide each part with water and light, and see what grows.
Lettuce or bok choy: Cut the leaves off the bottom of the head, leaving
a few centimeters where each is attached (click photo to enlarge).
Place a few of the leaves in water. Place the remaining piece of the
head of lettuce or bok choy in a shallow dish of water, bottom-side
down.
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/vegetable-revival
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Celery: Cut off the stalks about 1 1/4 inches (3 cm) from the bottom
of the head. Place a celery stalk in a glass of water. Place the bottom
of the head into a shallow bowl of water.
Scallions: Cut the green part from the white part. Place each piece in a
glass of water, roots down for the white part; cut-edge-down for the
green part.
Root vegetables (carrots, beets, turnips, radishes): Cut the top (where
the leaves are attached) from the vegetable itself. If there are still
leaves attached, cut them off, leaving about 1/4 inch (1/2 cm) of each
leaf’s stem. Place the top in a shallow bowl of water. Stick three
toothpicks through the sides of the root, and balance it in a glass of
water, root-tip down. Place a leaf (if you have one) in a glass of water.
(Click photos to enlarge.)

Leafy stems (basil, mint): Recut the bottoms of the stems. Remove
the lower leaves (so no leaves will be submerged), and place the
stems in a glass of water. Put a few stemless leaves in a small glass of
water, stem-attachment-side down.
Potatoes: Cut the potato into a few pieces, making sure that some
have eyes (those little warty spots) and some don’t. Put the pieces in a
dry bowl. Because potatoes already contain a lot of water, you don’t
need to add any extra.
Put your vegetables in a sunny, airy place. Add water if it becomes low,
and change the water if it becomes cloudy or colored.

To Do and Notice
Keep your vegetables in the sun for at least a week, and check them
daily to look for changes.
What new growth do you notice? What structures do you see
growing? Are there new leaves, stems, or roots?
Use your magnifier or the zoom function on a cell phone camera to
look for small changes. Where do you see growth? Which parts don’t
seem to grow?
Keep watching your vegetable scraps over a few weeks. Do any stop
growing? What changes do you notice? If you have a digital scale, you
can weigh your plants over time to track their growth.

What’s Going On?

https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/vegetable-revival

Unlike people, plants have a special ability to grow continuously
throughout their lives. Most will continue making new roots, stems,
and leaves until they die.
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The continuous growth of plants takes place thanks to meristems,
perpetually embryonic plant tissues made up of specialized cells
called meristematic cells. Often compared to the stem cells found in
animals, meristematic cells can continuously replicate themselves and
are undifferentiated, meaning that they have the potential to turn into
all different types of plant tissues.
There are several different types of meristems: Some make stems and
leaves, some make new roots, some help the plant’s stems grow
outward, and some do all three. Meristems aren’t distributed equally
around a plant; instead, they’re located in small, distinct
compartments, often at the tips of shoots and roots.

Small, densely packed cells (stained red in this microscopic image) are new
shoots emerging from the meristems of a coleus, a popular houseplant.
Src: BlueRidgeKitties on Flickr

The location of any given meristem determines the type of tissue it
can become. For example, you probably noticed new roots sprouting
from the meristems found in the bottoms of your root vegetables, as
well as the bottoms of lettuce, bok choy, and celery heads, and the
stems of mint or basil. Meristems capable of making leaves are the
source of any leafy growth you noticed in the tops of your root
vegetables, or at the tops of your severed celery and lettuce heads.
Some vegetable parts probably didn’t show any new growth. Lettuce
and herb leaves separated from their heads or stems don’t contain
any meristems capable of sprouting new stems or roots.
At some point, despite the presence of meristematic cells, your
vegetables will probably stop growing. While you may have supplied
them with sunlight, water, and air, the main things that plants need for
growth, they will eventually run out of other essential nutrients, such
as nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium. As anyone who grows
vegetables hydroponically (that is, in water without soil) can tell you,
these essential nutrients must be added to the water for robust
growth.
To keep the growing going, take the vegetables that have sprouted
roots (such as herbs, celery, or potatoes) and plant them in soil
outside for eventual harvest.

Going Further
Try designing experiments to investigate which factors are important
for different vegetables to regrow. Can your veggies grow without
light? Cover a plant with foil or place in a dark cabinet to see. Can they
grow in the cold? Put them in the fridge and see what happens. Can
they grow without water? What happens if you supply some extra
nutrients by adding a little liquid fertilizer to the water?
Experiment with other vegetables: The ones we’ve suggested will
usually grow reliably, but put anything you want in a dish of water and
see if it will grow. What mighty meristems can you discover in your
fridge?
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/vegetable-revival
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Resources
Check out this episode of Hungry for Science to see how to regrow
green onions and potatoes.

Related Snacks

See Inside a Seed

Seed Germinator

Photosynthetic Floatation

Examine the baby plants inside
the seeds we eat.

Watch the life of a plant embryo
unfold.

Show that gas is produced
during photosynthesis.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
4.0 International License.
Attribution: Exploratorium Teacher Institute
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What are the Odds? Modeling the Chances of Getting an Autoimmune Disease | Science Project

What are the Odds? Modeling the Chances of Getting an
Autoimmune Disease

Areas of Science

Medical Biotechnology (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/medical-biotechnology)
Diabetes (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/diabetes)

Difficulty
Time Required

Very Short (≤ 1 day)

Prerequisites

None

Material Availability

Readily available

Cost

Very Low (under $20)

Safety

No issues

Abstract
Do you know someone who has an autoimmune disease? Autoimmune diseases are fairly common, affecting more than 23.5
million people in the United States, which is about 1 in 13 people! You may have heard of some of them, such as diabetes (type
1), rheumatoid arthritis, and celiac disease. Many autoimmune diseases are poorly understood, but they all have one thing in
common: they happen because a person's immune system (which normally fights off germs to keep the person healthy) attacks
the person's own body by accident. In this science project, you will use M&M's® candies and a die to make a model of the
immune system in the human body and find out how a person's genetics affect whether they get an autoimmune disease or not.

Objective
Use a model to investigate how a person's genetics affect their chances of getting an autoimmune disease.

Credits
Teisha Rowland, PhD, Science Buddies
M&M's is a registered trademark of Mars, Incorporated.
Pop Rocks is a registered trademark of Zeta Espacial S.A.
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Introduction
Autoimmune diseases are fairly common, currently affecting more than 23.5 million people in the United States alone. Some
autoimmune diseases include lupus, Graves' disease, Hashimoto's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, type 1 diabetes, and celiac
disease. It is thought that there are at least 80 different autoimmune diseases, with new ones being added to the list regularly.
What exactly is an autoimmune disease? To understand that, it is important to first understand what the immune system is. The
immune system is made up of different cells and organs in your body, and it normally defends you against germs (like harmful
microorganisms). It does this so that you do not get sick, or so that you get well quickly if you do get sick. You are constantly
being exposed to microorganisms, which are microscopic organisms. This means they are so small that you usually need a
microscope to see one of them. Some microorganisms are more dangerous than others. Any microorganism that can make you
sick is called a pathogen. Pathogens include harmful bacteria, microscopic fungi, and viruses. If a pathogen gets into a person's
body and makes them sick, then the person is said to be infected by that pathogen, or have an infection. Your immune system
is constantly working to defend you against all of these pathogens so that you do not get an infection and get sick.
How does your immune system protect you from pathogens and keep you healthy? The immune system goes through a series
of steps called the immune response to fight off any pathogen. Basically, the immune system must recognize the pathogen and
then attack and destroy the pathogen. You can watch this video from KidsHealth to see the immune response in action.

This video gives a detailed introduction to the immune response.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24IYt5Z3eC4 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24IYt5Z3eC4)

Most of the immune response work is carried out by white blood cells, also called leukocytes (pronounced loo-ko-sites). There
are several different types of white bloods cells, each with a specific job; you can think of them as soldiers, each with a special
skill, that collectively work to defend your body against an invading pathogen. The job of some white blood cells is to find
pathogens (or other tiny objects that do not belong in the body). When they are looking for pathogens, it is very important that
these white blood cells can tell the difference between the body's own healthy cells and the pathogens. This is referred to as
self/non-self recognition. (We will get to why this is so important in a minute.) Once they find a pathogen, these white blood
cells then let other cells know that there is a pathogen in the body. When they see the pathogen, B cells—which are a type of
white blood cell—make antibodies to fight it. An antibody is a tiny particle that is much smaller than even a cell or most
pathogens and it both tags a pathogen as "non-self" and helps to destroy the pathogen. A diagram of antibodies binding onto a
pathogen is shown in Figure 1, below. Usually, many antibodies will bind to a single pathogen. Once bound to the pathogen, the
antibody often gets help from white blood cells to come and destroy the pathogen.
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Figure 1. During the immune response, antibodies (shown in blue) bind to a pathogen (a bacterium here, shown in red). Once
bound to the pathogen, the antibodies often then get help from white blood cells to destroy the pathogen. Note: These are
simplified drawings that are not to scale.
So what do autoimmune diseases have to do with the immune system? As mentioned earlier, self/non-self recognition is very
important. This is so that the immune system does not accidentally make an antibody that binds to its own healthy human cells.
When this happens, it is called autoimmunity or an autoimmune response. Autoimmunity is common and usually not serious.
It can also seem somewhat random, probably because the causes are usually not well understood. However, if an autoimmune
response is not stopped by the body, it can turn into an autoimmune disease. In an autoimmune disease, the immune system
attacks healthy cells in the body (instead of attacking a pathogen). How this happens is different for different autoimmune
diseases. For example, in celiac disease, the immune system attacks the intestines after a series of events that starts when
antibodies accidentally bind to a part of food that the person is eating (specifically gluten, a protein found in wheat).
As another example, in type 1 diabetes, an autoimmune response destroys the cells that make insulin in a person's body (which
can cause the person to have too much sugar in their blood). Before the effects of type 1 diabetes are visible, autoimmune
antibodies (antibodies that bind a person's own healthy cells) can be detected. Even if a person has autoimmune antibodies,
they are not guaranteed to get type 1 diabetes; however, they do have an increased chance of developing diabetes over their
lifetime. The more types of autoimmune antibodies that they have, the greater their risk.
Several factors affect whether a person gets an autoimmune disease. A person's genetics—which are the traits they got from
their parents—is one factor. In other words, a person's genetics can make them genetically predisposed, or more likely, to get
an autoimmune disease than someone with different genetics. A person with genetics that makes them more likely to get an
autoimmune disease is said to have an increased risk or higher risk of getting an autoimmune disease. In other words, they
are more likely to get, or have a higher probability of getting, an autoimmune disease than the average person. Another factor
that can affect whether a person gets an autoimmune disease is their environment, which includes where they live, what they
eat, and things they are exposed to.
Even though autoimmune diseases are common, the immune system actually has several checkpoints to stop an autoimmune
response so that it does not turn into an autoimmune disease. Three main checkpoints are listed below. Note that these are
simplified versions of what the immune system actually does.
1. Checkpoint 1: Sometimes white blood cells (specifically B cells, which are made in the bone marrow, or T cells, which are
made in the thymus) are made that have autoimmunity, meaning their antibodies bind human cells. The body must
destroy them before they escape from the bone marrow or thymus, or they can cause an autoimmune disease.
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2. Checkpoint 2: Right before an immune response is triggered to fight an infection, certain white blood cells (called
regulatory T cells) make sure that other white blood cells are not accidentally attacking the body's own cells. They have to
do their job correctly to prevent an autoimmune disease from happening.
3. Checkpoint 3: After a pathogen is destroyed in the body, white blood cells (specifically, activated T cells and B cells) must
destroy themselves (through a process called apoptosis, pronounced a-pop-toh-sis) to stop the immune response, or it
could lead to an autoimmune disease.
Autoimmune diseases are often treated by suppressing, or stopping, the immune system, but this can have a lot of undesirable
side effects. By better understanding the immune response, scientists and doctors can make better treatments for autoimmune
diseases.
In this science project, you will use M&M's candies and a six-sided die to make a model of the immune system (using the three
checkpoints listed above) to find out how a person's genetics and other environmental factors affect whether they get an
autoimmune disease or not. A model is something that engineers and scientists build to represent an object or process in
nature, which makes it easier to study. It is usually a simplified version of that object or process. For example, sometimes
engineers build small model bridges that are easy to hold and examine so they can study it before they build the real bridge. In
your model, you will compare people who have a higher risk of getting an autoimmune disease to people who do not have this
higher risk. To model the occurrence of an autoimmune response, you will pick M&M's candies from a bowl and look for matches
between their colors. Whether or not an autoimmune response develops into an autoimmune disease is affected by somebody's
genetic predispositions, making some people's bodies less likely to stop an autoimmune response. In your model, you will roll a
die (representing a random event) to check if an autoimmune response turns into an autoimmune disease. Will you find that if
someone is at a higher risk of getting an autoimmune disease, they will definitely get an autoimmune disease? If someone is
less likely to get an autoimmune disease, based on their genetics, could they still get an autoimmune disease? Break open a
package of M&M's candies and grab a die to find out!

Terms and Concepts
Immune system
Microorganism
Pathogen
Infection
Immune response
White blood cell or leukocyte
Self/non-self recognition
B cells
Antibody
Autoimmunity or autoimmune response
Random
Autoimmune disease
Genetics
Genetically predisposed
Increased risk or higher risk
Probability
Environment
T cells
Model

Questions
In the immune response, what do antibodies do?
What happens in the body that can lead to an autoimmune disease?
What factors can affect whether someone gets an autoimmune disease?
What are three big checkpoints that the immune system has in order to prevent an autoimmune disease?
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Materials and Equipment
M&M's (at least one of each color). One small, 1.69 oz. package of regular M&M's should be sufficient. Alternatively, other
small objects that come in six different colors or shapes could be used, such as plastic pattern blocks, which are available
from Amazon.com (https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00004WKPP/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=sciencebuddie20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00004WKPP).

Bowl or cup
Six-sided die
Lab notebook

Figure 2. You will need some M&M's candies, a bowl (or cup), a six-sided die, and your lab notebook to do this science project.

Experimental Procedure
Testing the Immune Response Model
In this part of the science project, you will test a model of the immune response—including three checkpoints that are meant to
prevent autoimmune diseases—to see how often different people might get an autoimmune disease. You will test the model with
people who have different genetic predispositions to getting an autoimmune disease. Since you are using a model, you will not
actually test real people, but instead will use M&M's candies selection to represent the random processes of an autoimmune
response happening in people. You will roll a die to represent checking each checkpoint's effectiveness at preventing an
autoimmune response from turning into an autoimmune disease. You will model different genetic predispositions in people and
study how this affects their chances of getting an autoimmune disease.
1. In your lab notebook, create four data tables like Table 1.
a. Each data table will represent a group of 20 people with a different genetic predisposition that gives them a
different increased risk of getting an autoimmune disease.
b. In each data table, make enough columns so that you can list the 20 people.
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c. Label each data table one of the following: "Higher Risk at One Checkpoint Group," "Higher Risk at Two
Checkpoints Group," "Higher Risk at All Three Checkpoints Group," and "Normal Chances of Autoimmunity
Group."

Step in the Model

Setup

Person
1

Person
2

Person
3

Etc.

Person
20

What color was
picked?
Color match?
(Yes/No)

Checkpoint
1

If yes, what was
the die number?
(1 to 6)
Color match?
(Yes/No)

Checkpoint
2

If yes, what was
the die number?
(1 to 6)
Color match?
(Yes/No)

Checkpoint
3

If yes, what was
the die number?
(1 to 6)

Did the person get an
autoimmune disease? (Yes/No)
Table 1. In your lab notebook, make four data tables like this. Each data table will represent a group of 20 people with a different
genetic predisposition to autoimmune diseases.
2. For the "Higher Risk at One Checkpoint Group" and "Higher Risk at Two Checkpoints Group" data tables, pick any of the
three checkpoints to represent people at higher risk.
a. For the "Higher Risk at One Checkpoint Group" data table, pick any one of the three checkpoints.
i. Circle or highlight that checkpoint on the data table, or make a note of it in your lab notebook.
b. For the "Higher Risk at Two Checkpoints Group" data table, pick any two of the three checkpoints.
i. Again, circle or highlight the checkpoints on the data table, or make a note of them.
3. Open the package of M&M's. In a bowl, place three M&M's candies of each color (red, green, yellow, brown, blue, and
orange).
a. If your package does not have at least three of each color, you could use fewer M&M's candies, as long as there is
an equal number of each of the six colors.
4. Have the data table you titled "Normal Chances of Autoimmunity Group" ready. You will fill this one out in the next step.
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5. Follow the directions in Figure 3—the "Autoimmunity Model" flowchart—. Use the explanations in steps a–f of this step to
help guide you through the process, particularly step 5.d. for when you have a color match and then need to roll a die.
a. Whenever you randomly pick a candy, look away from the bowl and mix the candies a little so you do not know
which color you will pick. No peeking!
b. In the "Setup" row, write the color of the candy you picked in your data table.
c. Be sure to write your results in the data table as you do your testing.
i. If you do not have to roll a die when testing the checkpoints, skip the "If yes, what was the die number?"
row for that person.
d. If you pick matching colors and roll a die when testing the checkpoints, testing should end for the person only if a 6
is rolled on the die. This means the person got an autoimmune disease.
e. Be sure to read the blue "What it represents" boxes so you know what you are modeling.
f. At the beginning of the "Setup" and each checkpoint, make sure that all candy has been returned to the bowl and
there is still an equal number of each color.
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Figure 3. This is a flowchart of the model you will use in this science project. The blue boxes explain what each part of the
model represents. As you follow the steps in the model and fill out each data table, keep in mind the blue "What it represents"
boxes.
6. Go through the model for each of the 20 people listed in your data table.
a. For each person, make sure to fill out the bottom row, "Did the person get an autoimmune disease?"
7. Once you have done steps 5 and 6 for the first data table, repeat steps 5 and 6 for your other three data tables, with the
following small change to represent the higher risk factor of specific checkpoints. When you have picked two matching
80
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colors during a checkpoint indicating a person at higher risk (the ones you circled or highlighted in step 2), use the
following directions to determine if an autoimmune disease develops instead of the directions explained in 5.d.:
a. Testing should end for this person if a 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 is rolled on the die (but not if a 1 is rolled). This means the
person got an autoimmune disease. How do you think these people having a higher risk at this checkpoint affects
whether an autoimmune response turns into an autoimmune disease?
8. When you are done, you should have tested what represents 20 people in each of the four data tables, for a total of 80
people represented.

Analyzing Your Results
In this part of the science project, you will analyze your data and determine how genetic predisposition can affect a person's
chances of getting an autoimmune disease.
1. In your lab notebook, make a data table like Table 2.

Normal
Chances of
Autoimmunity
Group

Higher Risk
at One of
the
Checkpoints
Group

Higher Risk
at Two of
the
Checkpoints
Group

Higher Risk
at All Three
of the
Checkpoints
Group

Percentage of
People Who
Got an
Autoimmune
Disease
Table 2. Make a data table like this one in your lab notebook. It will be used to summarize your results.
2. For each of the four data tables you filled out in the "Testing the Immune Response Model," calculate the percentage of
people who got an autoimmune disease.
a. To do this for one of the data tables, first count the number of times you wrote "Yes" in the bottom row ("Did the
person get an autoimmune disease?"). Then divide that number by 20 and multiply by 100 to get the percentage of
people who got an autoimmune disease.
i. For example, if in a data table 3 people got an autoimmune disease out of the 20 tested, the percentage of
people who got an autoimmune disease would be 3 divided by 20, which is 0.15 or 15%.
b. Write your answers in the data table in your lab notebook that is like Table 2.
3. Make a bar graph of the data table you made that is like Table 2.
a. You can make a graph by hand or use a website like Create a Graph (https://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/CreateAGraph/default.aspx) to
make a graph on the computer and print it.
b. Put the percentage of people who got an autoimmune disease on the y-axis (the vertical axis going up and down).
Put the four different risk groups ("Normal Chances of Autoimmunity Group," "Higher Risk at One of the
Checkpoints Group," etc.) on the x-axis (the horizontal axis going across). Make a bar for each risk group.
4. Look at your data tables and graph and try to draw conclusions from your results.
a. Were there people with at least one higher risk checkpoint who did not get an autoimmune disease? What about
people at higher risk at all three checkpoints who did not get an autoimmune disease?
i. What does this tell you about someone in real life who has an increased risk of getting an autoimmune
disease? Is there a chance they will not get the disease?
b. Similarly, were there people with no higher risk checkpoints who still got an autoimmune disease?
i. What does this tell you about people's risks in real life?
ii. Note: In your model, the people in the "Normal Chances of Autoimmunity Group" are still genetically
predisposed to getting an autoimmune disease, but they have a much lower risk compared to the other 81
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groups you investigated. Technically, for most—if not all—autoimmune diseases, it is thought you cannot
get the disease unless you have a genetic predisposition.
c. Did a group of people with more higher-risk checkpoints always have a higher percentage of people who got an
autoimmune disease compared to a group with fewer higher risk checkpoints?
i. Tip: Compare groups that were different by only one checkpoint, such as having one higher risk checkpoint
versus two checkpoints, two checkpoints versus three checkpoints, or no higher risk checkpoints versus
one.
d. Were there many times when the color of the M&M's candy matched the "Setup" color (representing an
autoimmune response), but the roll of the die did not result in the person getting an autoimmune disease?
i. If the colors matched, but the die roll did not result in an autoimmune disease, the person had an
autoimmunity event that did not turn into a full autoimmune disease. What do you think this tells you about
the occurrence of autoimmunity and autoimmune diseases in real people?
e. Overall, what do your results tell you about being genetically predisposed to getting an autoimmune disease, and
the likelihood of actually getting an autoimmune disease? Was this what you expected? Can you explain your
results after doing the experiment?
.

If you like this project, you might enjoy exploring these related careers:
Biochemist (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/life-sciences/biochemist)
Career Profile
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/scienceengineering-careers/lifesciences/biochemist)

Growing, aging, digesting—all of these are examples of
chemical processes performed by living organisms. Biochemists
study how these types of chemical actions happen in cells and
tissues, and monitor what effects new substances, like food
additives and medicines, have on living organisms. Read more
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/life-sciences/biochemist)

Genetic Counselor In Demand!

(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/health/genetic-counselor)

Career Profile
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/scienceengineering-careers/health/geneticcounselor)

Many decisions regarding a person's health depend on knowing
the patient's genetic risk of having a disease. Genetic
counselors help assess those risks, explain them to patients,
and counsel individuals and families about their options. Read
more (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/health/geneticcounselor)
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Physician (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-careers/health/physician)
Career Profile
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/sci Physicians
ence-engineeringcareers/health/physician)

work to ease physical and mental suffering due to injury
and disease. They diagnose medical conditions and then prescribe or
administer appropriate treatments. Physicians also seek to prevent
medical problems in their patients by advising preventative care.
Ultimately, physicians try to help people live and feel better at every
age. Read more (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-engineering-

careers/health/physician)

Variations
In this science project, you modeled different parts of the immune response using probability, or the likelihood or chance
that a certain event will happen, such as a person having an autoimmune response turn into an autoimmune disease. But
what exactly was the probability of something happening at each part of the model you used? For example, the
probability of rolling a 1 on a six-sided die would be 1 out of 6, since there are six different numbers on the die. 1 divided
by 6 is 0.17, or a 17% chance of rolling a 1. What is the probability of picking a certain colored M&M's candy from a bowl
that has six candies total, each a different color? Try to determine the probability of a certain outcome in different parts of
your model, specifically when the M&M's candies are picked and when a die is rolled. How does it relate to the "What it
Represents in the Model" part of Figure 2? Do the probabilities match the results you got? For help on probability, visit
this webpage:
MathIsFun.com. (n.d.). Probability. Retrieved May 15, 2013, from http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/probability.html
(http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/probability.html)

Can you tweak the model used in this science project to model a greater range of genetic predispositions to getting an
autoimmune disease? Would using a different kind of die, such as a four-sided die, an eight-sided die, a twenty-sided die,
etc. help? Or would picking other numbers on the die to correlate with "higher risk" provide a greater range?
How would the model change if, initially, you used more M&M's of one particular color in your bowl. For example, what if
you had just one blue M&M's candy and two of all the other colors? Could you use this to represent people who have
more or fewer autoimmune responses? Could this represent different environmental factors?
Pick a specific autoimmune disease and do some research on it. You may want to ask an adult to help you do this. Try to
find out what is known about the causes of the autoimmune disease and how often a person gets its. How can you model
its causes using your model? Can you change your model so that it is a better model of the specific disease? Tip: One
autoimmune disease that is fairly well understood is celiac disease. Note that models are simplified versions of the real
thing; they behave like the real thing for the aspect you like to study.
In this science project, you likely saw an autoimmunity event happen (when the M&M's colors matched) that did not lead
to an autoimmune disease. How often did this happen? You can go back and analyze your results for the four different
groups of people. Figure out how many times an autoimmunity event happened, how many times it turned into an
autoimmune disease, and how many times it did not. Do you see a correlation with the different groups based on the
number of checkpoints that are at higher risk?
How could you model other aspects of the immune system? Tip: You will probably need to learn more about the immune
system first and then try to figure out how best to model different parts of it. You could use die and candies again or other
things to represent different processes or probabilities of events happening.
You could try a different Science Buddies project idea that models a different part of the immune system:
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Fighting the Flu: How Your Immune System Uses Its Memory (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/projectideas/HumBio_p036/human-biology-health/immune-system-memory)

Ask an Expert
The Ask an Expert Forum is intended to be a place where students can go to find answers to science questions that they have
been unable to find using other resources. If you have specific questions about your science fair project or science fair, our team
of volunteer scientists can help. Our Experts won't do the work for you, but they will make suggestions, offer guidance, and help
you troubleshoot.
Ask an Expert (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/ask_an_expert_intro.shtml)

Related Links
Science Fair Project Guide (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project_guide_index.shtml)
Other Ideas Like This (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/search?v=solt&pi=BioMed_p017)
Medical Biotechnology Project Ideas (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/medical-biotechnology)
Diabetes Project Ideas (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/diabetes)
My Favorites (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/account/favorites)

News Feed on This Topic
Free Lesson Plan to Model the Odds of Developing an Autoimmune Disease
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/news/article?id=404816),

Science Buddies Blog, April 25, 2018

Body's 'safety procedure' could explain autoimmune disease (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/news/article?
id=59041),

EurekAlert!, September 5, 2013

Multiple sclerosis as the flip side of immune fitness (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/news/article?id=1011268),
EurekAlert!, October 22, 2020

Note: A computerized matching algorithm suggests the above articles. It's not as smart as you are, and it may occasionally give
humorous, ridiculous, or even annoying results! Learn more about the News Feed (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/news/learn-more)

Looking for more science fun?
Try one of our science activities for quick, anytime science explorations. The perfect thing to liven up a rainy day, school
vacation, or moment of boredom.

Find an Activity (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities)
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Rising 8th Grade Social Studies
Welcome to 8th Grade! To prepare for 8th grade Social Studies, please complete parts 1 and 2 below. Completing
these steps will make class easier and more fun. Each of these steps will prepare you to succeed in the first unit of
the year!
Some activities require internet access. If you do not have internet access or want to enjoy screen-free time, you
can skip Part 1 and move on to Part 2.

Part 1—Geography: Please complete steps A, B, or C below. Completing these steps will make class easier and
more fun. Each of these steps will prepare you to succeed in the first unit of the year!
A. Geography: Open a web browser and
google search for “Seterra The U.S:

What is the fastest time you can complete the quiz? Try to
get 100% in less than two minutes!

Geophysical Regions - Map Quiz Game”.
Complete the map quiz until you
memorize different environmental
regions in the US.
OR
B. Geography: Open a web browser and
google “Seterra The U.S.: Major Cities -

What is the fastest time you can complete the quiz? Try to
get 100% in less than two minutes!
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Map Quiz Game”. Complete the map
quiz until you memorize the locations of
major US cities.
OR
C. Geography. If you have a smartphone,
download the “MapQuiz” app (pictured
to the right.) Practice “US States and
Territories” until you can locate all the
states and territories on the first try!
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Part 2—History: Please complete steps A, B, or C below. Completing these steps will make class easier and
more fun. Each of these steps will prepare you to succeed in the first unit of the year!
A. Content Review: Use a

1. Why did the United States go to war with Mexico?

web browser or a
smartphone and go to
YouTube. Search for
“War & Expansion:

2. What did the US gain after the war with Mexico?

Crash Course US History
#17” Watch this short
video on Westward
Expansion in the US,
then answer the

3. How did the Mexican-American war lead to Westward Expansion?

questions to the right.
OR
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B. Open a web browser or
a smartphone and go to

4. What groups of people benefited from US Expansion into the West?
Why?

YouTube. Search for
“Westward Expansion:
Crash Course US History
#24” Watch this short
video on Westward

5. How did Native Americans respond to white settlers moving onto their
lands? Give 2 examples.

Expansion in the US,
then answer the
questions to the right.
OR

C. Read the text below and
answer the questions to

1. Why did white settlers moving into the west cause conflicts with
Native Americans?

the right.
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2. How did the United States gain a large amount of territory from
Mexico?

3. How do you think Westward Expansion affected each of the following
groups of people: white farmers, enslaved Black people, free Black
people, and Native Americans?
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